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Abstr畠etA problem of an electron cyclotron wave cxcitatioll in a bounded plasl11a 
immersed in a magnetic field by a spiraling electrol beam drifting along th日 fieldis 
discussed. In the quasi-elctrostatic and electrom日目neticapproximations， relatively simple 
dispersion relations are obtained i.l1 the limit of 8ma]] beam intensity. 
~1. Introdudion 
A beam咽 plasmainteraction has be色nextensively studied in recent years related 1:0 
the excitation of cyclotron waves in a plasma with a longitudunal homogeneous 
magnetic field. However， relatively less attention is paid to the problem of the beam剛
plasma system with a rotating electron stream， i.e. beam with a cOllsiderable portion 
of the transversal energy except some thecm~tical and experimental researches. !l，2) This 
paper describ邑sth巴 resultof the thec)retical study in the rangεof a linear approxim日明
tion of the plasma相elect.ronJayer composecl of the spiraling beam in a radially finite 
geometry. 1'he situation corresponds to the conditions of our experiment being done at 
present ancl the result of which ¥vil be published in near future. 
Kusse ancl BerslJ treated a呂imi1arproblem in al1 e1ectrostatic mode taking accoun! 
for a finite temperat.ure of the plasma， although they used a simpler model in which 
they“unwrapped" the essenti且1cylindrical geometry to get a p1anar model. Here the 
equations will be solved with the bounclary conditions probably more appropl・iat，εto
the real experimental state. 1'l1e effect of the plasma temperature is neglected in this 
¥vork and a cold plasma approxirnation is in use. In ~2 ， the excitation of the electro同
statIc wave in a plasma is discllssed by the dispersion relation of the beam副plasma
system崎1'hedisperion relation in the electromagnetic mode is given in ~8. 
鑓 Electro昌taticMode 
2.1 Fund旦mentalequatiof!s 
At present the high frequency oscillations should be studied and th記 plasmaions are 
supposed 1:0 be下estto neutralize the plasm託 andbeam electrons as a background. 
The basic equations appear in the first ord巴rafter the 1inearization as :follows (here 
the C.gふ Gaussunits are used throughout this work): 
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AI1 notaIIons h品veusual 
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and v and u mean the v伝locityof electrons of 
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where the cuuiornb collisions betwe巴1 the 
2，2 of an electron beam and a 
iNe shalJ discuss the system o:f a cold extended infinitely and an elcctγon 
around fixed magnetic axis. The electron 1日lyeris to be 
infinite in the di問 ction the magnetic field，. The system is shown in Figo 1 
Al1 electrons should have the samε 
やandthe zero order component I . Ho 
of the 00 is 
r:p~~ ご E リ ωcc ~ 
:lnG 
When the magnetic fiεld is 1n-z 
takes a positi ve value. 
203 of motion 
the space and tim思 dεpendenc邑 of Fig.l 
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for the plasma electrcl1. 
1n the deduction of th告 two 邑quaticnsabove， the displacement current and the 
perturbecl magnetic field are neglectecl ancl so the electric fielcl should be given only 
by a1 electrostal:ic potentiaI 仇 This assumptio日 is callecl “quasi同色lectrostatic" and 
requir邸 thatωThuswe consicl巴ronly Jow凶fr巴quency01' short-waveJength 
disturbances. W'e a1'e stuclying in this work the high frequency electronic wave so that 
we shall limit ourselves to the sho1't wave oscillation:，. 
2.4 Continuity equation日
Equ品tions(2匂1.7)ancl (2，1.8) rδduces to in the cylindrical co叶m.linates，
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and the clensity clistribution of the beam is suppo日edto be con告tant fυr ;1' 1ぐTぐr:~
and zero ot11εrwise， i.e. 
1ZbO=NbOS(r) 
where 5o'(r) is clefin吃das shown in Fig.2， '1'hと
derivative of S(り producessome delta functions S (r) 
and o (r[， is gi ven by 
o(rj， ・o(r.- -o(r-r2)' 
(2.4也5)
(2.4.6) 
2園5 Poisson's equation 
In the approximation stated above， Maxwell、
equations reduce 1:0 Poisson's equation: 
div E，=..p2it=ふ 4πe(r，九十 ω
G ?「?? 「
(2遁5.1) Ji~ig ， 2 
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Insertion of (2.4.1) and (2. iL 2) into (2.5.1 enables one to obtain a differential 










U)b andωρare thεelectronic plasma 
2.6 Boundarv conditions and 
。fthe beam and the 
relation. 
The pot邑ntialshould bεcontinuous at the boundaries r=r1， ;1'2; 
引に川 -0=引Fご川ーhl
and 























The solutions of the equation (2.5.2) are Bessel functions of imaginary argument， 
It(k1r) and KI(k1r) respectiv巴lyfor r<rl and r>r2' wherε 1 is taken as zero or a 
int時 er.In the interior r1<r<:I"2' the solution is a linear combimation of 
Hankel functions of the first and second kind， 1司、(!l(ik夕刊 and k1 and ゐ2
乳redetermined 




Equations (2.fJ.1)， (2‘8.2)， (2.Ei.3) and (2.6.4) produce the dispersion relation with 
thεfunctions 
lJkjrt) (ikzr1) HTCik2rl) O 
O H'!'(以内) ~H'f l (ik2r2) k1(舟山)
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2.7 Approximated solution 
1n the limit of short wave approximation which is consistent with the assumptions 
we adopted in (2.3)， i.e.， Jk1' zJrl> 2';Y1， these functions can be expanded asymptoticaly 
to give a simplε 官xpr官ssionof the dispersion relation. 
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In the lirnit kl! k2→ co， we can make a further simplification of (2.7.1) 
to 
ん P(..) tanh k，ilr=-. 一一一 (2.7.2) kj P(寸y
F・ora sufficiently w巴akbeam， these qllantitiεs reduc色 respectively
P(十)→ 1
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T民 dispersioneqllation (2.7.2)悦comes




Thls formれ the relation sugg邑呂tsthat Wf:; could exrect an unstablε mode 
of the osciHation at w十!uYce_.hvoz年 o.
M:ore detailed inγestigation should be done :for (2.7" 7) with tle numerica! calculations。
lVIod必
of anothεr type of to be Iound in thεg色ometry
relation for the elεinstability，3) in 
(2. L 1 (2.1 4)， no char立eseoaration should be 
we are 
the set of Maxwell's 
i頑Eむ方
divE=O. (3創 1)
てi.'hisconclition physically that the electrons of the plasma could not follow 
with the rapidly fluctuating electric field or the w旦venumb吃rk vi氾 ulclbe quite small 








of the treatment of the 
fl♀ld so th設tthε 
(3.2) 
3) 
we suppose thεwavεpropagates 
巴lectricand 
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can be separatecl conveniently using two n日W
fφ ← +iA'( 
日nd expi(ft)t-.lrt "~ll(.-iA ，η 
as 
and 
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(.3. 
Although (3.9)呂nd(:3.10) are not separated completely due to the term of in 
the right side， in the limit印i→oQ is expected to be a smal1 quantity and could be 
seen as a perturb乱tionterm. 
If we cOllsider a right circular1y polariz芭dw司ve，i.e.， Ac=-iA，.， only (3守的 is to 




The zεroth ord日rsolution of (3.9)， A(o)¥ i8 obtained by taking Q"，.O to be Bessel's 
functions in the complete1y same form as we obtain邑din the previons section， 
substituting [-1 in place of l， where 1-1 is taken as zero or a positive integeL A， 
and AコinQ might be replaced by the Bessel's functions in the region rl<r<r2 as 
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is given for y!くTく r2 (3. in the 
pbmlげ明弘政-bH;21
=a{C1M(r)+CzN(r)}+b{C1K(r)十CzL(r)}。
side in the 
(，'3. 
Taking into accoount the conditions similar 1:0 (2.6.1 .6.4) 
Aln-o=A!γ，+0 I 
11ln-o 
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the dispersion relation for the electromagnetic mode is 
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and 
the effぜ:ctof the beam appears in The term of the Iowe日torcler 
Q where 
? ???? 、
takes a smaH but fin1te value :for To w日 adoptthe appnコxim胸
ation of the high 。:"cillation
(j) 23) 
which is consistent with the 幽magneticconditio1i. 
Because k1 and k2 are (3，22)， the condition 
written in the same form as in the electrostatic case， 
can be 
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25) 
For the d日tailedanalysis 01" the equation .24) the numerical calculations are also 
M. Conむlusion
Electrostatic and electromagnetic electron wave excitations by a gyrating eleciron 
beam passing through the plasma are discussecl. 1n the geometry of the beam-plasma 
t喝εatedhere， in the limit of shoγt wave and weak beam the electrostatic wave 
excitation can be expεcted for th邑 frequency印 +lwce-kvo，-ωb・Withthe quasi岡elec・i
tromagnetic condition the wave may be excited when (ù..j一(l-i) ωω-kvo，-臼~. 11 the 
either cases to get more detail色dinformations about the excitation of the instabilities 
呂町、ba日 the growth rate numerical analyses would be required句
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